
EndNote X8 
Streamlining reference 
management for 
R&D teams.
Simplify life for busy scientists as they 
search and find published research,  
build reference lists and collaborate  
with others. 



Research collaboration is on 
the rise… are you prepared? 
Research collaboration has taken on a whole 
new meaning in the digital age. The researchers 
at your company are working with each other 
and with corporate and academic researchers 
all over the world.

When you provide access to EndNote, you will help 
your scientists research smarter, letting them leave 
behind the tedious work of creating and formatting 
bibliographies, finding full-text articles, and searching 
for previously saved notes and references. With freed 
up time and a central reference library to work from, 
your research teams will be able to truly collaborate 
together, taking their research to new heights and 
ultimately raising the profile of your company.

With one single tool, your researchers can: 

Find relevant published research quickly
Search for papers (including full-text search) and build 
reference libraries to share and access published 
research and other supporting documents. EndNote 
provides tight user access control to prevent leakage 
of confidential information.

Organize and share research
Share your entire library – references, PDFs, annotations 
– with other up to 100 EndNote users, no matter where
they are located. To organize research, set up groups 
that reflect different areas of R&D in the Company 
and assign papers to one of more of these.  

Access research papers
Automatically locate and download PDFs for papers 
that match the references in a library – across open 
access repositories and online sites where the Company 
has the necessary subscription rights. EndNote will 
provide a link (if available) to a location where the 
paper can be purchased where necessary.

Think globally but work locally
Research collaboration is the new normal. It’s up to 
you to make sure your researchers have the tools they 
need to harness the power of global, multidisciplinary 
research teams. When your researchers can work 
from a single reference library with their collaborators, 
they will be able to think globally but work as 
if everyone is in one location, unlocking the 
full potential of the team’s collective mind.

Have the right research at the right time
The competition for getting published is at an all time high 
and delays due to mismanaged references could mean 
the difference between your company’s work getting 
published or someone else’s. To ensure your researchers 
get to the finish line first, you need to make sure they always 
have the right research the moment they need it.

Reduce the risk of rejection
Journal rejection rates are high–many manuscripts 
don’t even make it past an initial screening. With 
EndNote you reduce the risk of rejection 
due to bibliography and citation formatting 
errors or mismatched journal submissions. 



Collaborate with 
a global team
Work from a single reference library 
with up to 100 people, no matter 
where they are located or what 
organization they are affiliated with.

Overcome research 
limitations 
Store and share as many references, 
documents and files as needed – a 
necessity for successful collaboration.

Stop hunting down 
full-text PDFs
Initiate a search for full-text PDFs 
across your company’s subscriptions 
and freely available sources. When the 
article is found, it will automatically be 
attached to the related reference.

Sort through years 
of work in seconds
Search across reference metadata, 
full-text journal articles, file attachments, 
and personal annotations and notes, to 
locate relevant research in seconds.

Cite it right the first time
Insert citations and references from an 
EndNote library into a manuscript and 
automatically build a bibliography in over 
6,000 styles right from Microsoft® Word.

Take the guesswork out 
of journal submission
Using EndNote online, find the journals 
where particular research is most 
likely to be accepted based on an 
analysis of tens of millions of citation 
connections in Web of Science.

Accessibility
R&D, medical writing, regulatory and technical teams can 
easily access their research from anywhere and manage 
their EndNote library from multiple computers. When they 
register their online account and sync their library from 
desktop to online, they can access their library on any 
computer where EndNote is installed, online or on the iPad®.

Subscription benefits
When you subscribe to an EndNote site license, you’re giving 
all researchers the sophisticated reference management 
and bibliographic tools they require. As part of your site 
license, you’ll receive additional features and options in 
EndNote online, so your scientists can decide to use only the 
Web-based tool and still benefit from features like expanded 
style sets and searching online subscriptions.

Technical support & training 
Free training and support is provided for all EndNote 
users as part of a site licence. There are a variety of 
targeted training resources, which include recorded 
programs, live expert led WebEx sessions and 
downloadable materials.



Learn more about EndNote 
Visit: endnote.com

Contact Sales:
+1-800-722-1227

endnote.sales@Clarivate.com

endnote.com/buy/sales-information-request

Join the Conversation:
twitter.com/EndNoteNews  

youtube.com/EndNoteTraining 

Compatibility
Operating Systems:
Windows 7 SP1 or later | macOS 10.10 or later

Cite While You Write™ compatibility:
Microsoft Word 2007, 2010*, 2011, 2013*, 2016*

Bibliographic formatting integration:
Wolfram Mathematica 8, Apple® Pages 

*32 and 64 bit

Macintosh and Windows product keys
are cross-platform compatible.

Apple, iPad, Mac, Macintosh and Pages are trademarks of Apple Inc.,
registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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